IMPORTANT INFORMATION concerning fiber network in Hallaryd parish!
The work of the fiber project for the properties in Hallaryd parish is running in full speed.
Hallaryd Fiber Economic Association has recently been established and is now counting
about 150 estates declaring an interest in the possibility to connect to the fiber network.
We want to point out that the fiber project not only is consisting of the Internet, but also
television and permanent phone. There is also a possibility to save money! Please note that
the access of both permanent phone and the ADSL broadband will disappear within a
couple of years. When more people rely on the mobile broadband, the capacity in each mobile
unit will drop. With this in mind it can be a hazard to think that “I’m satisfied with the
capacity I have today.” The fiber is also less fragile than the air conduction and the mobile
masts.
Are you interested in connecting your property to the fiber network? Send an e-mail with your
name, address, property designation, e-mail address and phone number to
fiberhallaryd@gmail.com not later than 18 of November, 2012 and register your interest.
You can also give us your interest register or ask questions by calling +46 479 720 27 or
+46 479 700 92. Visit our homepage www.hallarydfiber.se for more contacts.
Remark that he register of interest not is a binding act. The list of stakeholders is for only a
basis for the request of contributions that the association will make after the deadline of 18
November 2012, when we have estimated the distances for the digging. That’s why it’s
important that we get all the registers so we have a correctly basis to work with.
A connection costs about 25 000 Swedish crones. It may seem like a lot of money, but keep in
mind that this is an investment in the property as well as in the future. The monthly costs for
television, telephone and Internet is usually dropping and thereby the payback will occur
within a couple of years. On our homepage you find some examples of calculations of these
costs.
A future register and connection will certainly be more expensive!
We will also, due to our goal to keep the costs as low as possible try to coordinate the digging
with E.ON. So if you today have electrical air conductions and you want to explore the
possibility to have them channelized together with the fiber cable and connected to your
property, please let us know before 18 November 2012, so we know which distances we have
to discuss with E.ON.
Best regards,
The board of Hallaryd Fiber Economic Association
www.hallarydfiber.se
fiberhallaryd@gmail.com

